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Earnings projections have stabilized in the past month and are expected to resume positive growth by Q1 2021 —  
a rapid recovery supporting the stock market’s dramatic rebound from its March lows. After falling precipitously 
due to pandemic-related shutdowns, current earnings projections closely track estimates from a month ago, 
indicating that analysts think they have gained a better handle on near-term effects of the current shutdown.

Based on current projections, S&P 500 Index earnings are expected to hit bottom at (-44.3%) for Q2 and 
remain negative for the rest of the year, before recovering to 13.0% in Q1 2021, compared with the previous 12 
months. Five of 11 industry sectors have had improving earnings growth projections during the past month, 
led by staples, 1.7%; health care, 1.1%; and technology, 0.4%. The worst three sectors are expected to continue 
contracting: discretionary, (-9.7%); real estate, (-4.4%); and Industrials, (-2.5%).

The diffusion in earnings estimates — the split between analysts raising and cutting estimates — is another 
improving indicator. The reading for the past month was 49, indicating a roughly even balance, compared to 
35 three months ago, when 15% more analysts were cutting instead of raising. Historically, neutral or better 
diffusion readings have correlated with slightly higher stock returns and lower volatility. The situation bears 
watching, however, as any deterioration in earnings estimates would likely be negative for stocks. Moreover, 
stocks aren’t cheap — currently trading at a P/E of 24.1x projected earnings, compared with 19.1x in January 
— due to the price rebound and massive hit to earnings.     

Sources: Glenmede Investment Management LP and FactSet                                                                    Data as of 6/19/2020 
                                        

The views expressed represent the opinions of certain GIM portfolio managers as of June 22, 2020 and are not intended as a recommendation of any security, 
sector or product. Opinions here are based on information from third parties gathered in good faith and believed to be accurate, but accuracy is not guaranteed. Past 
performance is not indicative of future performance. this report includes a discussion of projections, which are assumptions of how the market or an instrument will 
perform in a given set of circumstances. These assumptions can change due to a variety of economic, market and political factors.  Accordingly, actual performance 
performance may vary from any opinion reported herein. For institutional advisor use only, not intended to be shared with retail clients.

S&P 500 Index Earnings Per Share Growth (year-over-year)
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